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Meet the Tesla of data moving technologies.
With an emphasis on spatial data, Safe Software’s FME product is a powerful and cost effective Extract,
Transform, Load (ETL) tool for business data automation.

Connect

Transform

Incompatible systems are a thing of the past, virtually
any data can be connected with FME right out-ofthe-box. FME allows you to move data between 300+
formats and applications, while preserving data
quality throughout the conversion process.

Use raw data to meet any need. Mash up data, perform
complex operations and output to any format or data
store; however it’s needed. Think of FME as your data Swiss
Army knife that includes hundreds of transformers and tools
that perform powerful data manipulation tasks all while
giving you visibility into your data quality and processes.

The Day-To-Day
Typically Oil & Gas companies spend a lot of time dealing with data set challenges and trying to load
IHS, drilling info or state and local government data sets in various systems.
This is where FME can help. Data managers now have a reliable data transformation strategy to alleviate
Python scripts falling over or IHS schema changes wrecking data loads.

Automate
And rejoice! All FME workflows are reusable and can be configured to
run automatically whenever new data is introduced or scheduled to
run at a specific interval. And, with robust notifications and logging,
you can quickly react and adjust accordingly. Powerful stuff.
FME gives you a proven system for advanced ETL, but also allows you
to add valuable analyses to your data in the process.

For example, while spatializing data:
Why not look for patterns and add valuable
attributes such as distance from the nearest
pipeline or lease road?
Or create aggregate, de-normalized layers
for quickly ascertaining competitor activity
in an area?
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